
   RESIDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY 

 RESULTS OUT NOW!  
 

A big thank you to all of you who took the time to fill in 

and returning your survey satisfaction form.  Your    

comments and views are always appreciated as they  

help us to improve on the services we provide to you. 

Details of the survey results are on pages 2 -5.   
 

 

Estate  Parking Restrictions to include all motorised cycles 

incl. mopeds & motor scooters from  Monday 11th JULY 2016 

 

The TMO successfully manages the parking scheme on 

the estate by giving all residents a fair chance to park 

on a first come first serve basis.   
 

In the recent resident survey, you told us that you 

where concerned about the noise that motorbikes   

parking near buildings cause.  We  also experienced 

bikes parking in communal areas blocking access to  

vehicles and preventing refuse collections which is       

frustrating.  To solve these problems, the TMO Board 

agreed that it would be in everyone’s interest to include 

motorised cycles within the existing parking scheme. 

  

** IMPORTANT**                                                                                                           

Read details of the changes on page 6 .  

 

June 2016 

June 2016                   Newsletter 



2016 Resident Satisfaction Survey  
Response rate 
The survey was carried out in March 2016.  The response rate across the estate was fairly 
representative and came from all but one of the blocks. A total of 53  households completed 
the survey which represents 20% of the  Estate.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main Language spoken 
79% of responding households told us that English is there main language. Other languages      
reported were Turkish, Polish, Irish and Barara.   Where residents speak other languages, 
this was not reflected in the survey however, the more languages we know about, the more 
we can plan our services to ensure that our communications can be appreciated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resident Satisfaction with the estate  
The question about satisfaction with the estate concerned the general environment and    
communal areas.  The results were high with 90.5% of  residents saying that they were very 
or fairly satisfied with the  estate.  Fewer residents said they were neither satisfied or             
dissatisfied, leaving 1.8% saying they were dissatisfied  
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 2016 Resident Satisfaction Survey  

Improving Communal Areas 
We received several comments on ways to improve the communal environment of our estate 
and those that were often repeated include the following:-  additional planting, remove bikes 
blocking communal spaces, refurbish the lifts, stop the urinating in lifts, deal with loud music   
or noise, more litter picking, stop the parking of motor cycles next to resident homes,              
additional deep cleaning etc.  These comments are very helpful and will be discussed by the 
TMO Board over the coming months to determine what the TMO can take on or talk to the 
Council about. 
 
Resident satisfaction with inside of the home 
64.2% of residents reported that they were very or fairly satisfied with their home; 17% saying 
that they were neither satisfied or dissatisfied and 7.5% expressing dissatisfaction with inside 
their home.  The reasons for the dissatisfaction was mainly in connection with the need for 
decoration or the cause of condensation resulting in mould growth.  The TMO recognises that 
mould growth can be a problem and this led to the promotion of humidifiers.  Limited numbers 
are still available for purchase at the TMO Office on request. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Services the TMO could offer to support you 
We wanted to find out what interests residents would like the TMO to support.  Some of these 
areas would require additional funding and may take time, however areas such as            
neighbourhood watch is something the TMO Board is willing to see how it could encourage 
and support residents to participate in for the benefit of all residents.  

Several residents also suggested the provision of a half term club, learning disability group, 
printing facilities at the TMO, or homework  club.  Suggested focus groups could be set up    
that deal with topics like, home security and repairs.  If you would be interested in participating 
in any of these topics please contact the TMO Office. 
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2016 Resident Satisfaction Survey  
Satisfaction with Estate Cleaning  
Residents reported high satisfaction rates with estate cleaning.  79% reported being very and 
fairly satisfied.  In comparison, the satisfaction with grounds maintenance was slightly lower at 
66%.  Grounds maintenance i.e., gardening is currently carried out by one of the Cleaners  
after office hours and is subject to good weather.  A programme of gardening is on trial until 
the end of summer and the TMO will be reviewing this service provision each month. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Satisfaction with Tenancy Management  
58% of residents expressed being very or fairly satisfied with the way the TMO tackles        
anti-social behaviour and 68% of respondents expressed satisfaction with reporting housing       
repairs.  When asked how we could improve services,  the residents suggested improving our 
web page & face book page; deal with noise and  continue with survey / questionnaires. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Estate Parking—Vehicle type by you and your visitors 
The survey helped to establish the level of motorised cycles and cars using the estate.  60% 
of residents indicated that cars are mostly used on the estate by either themselves or their   
visitors.   
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 2016 Resident Satisfaction Survey  
Households with motorised cycles or cars  
In respect of motorised cycles, the results showed that 5.6% of respondents have a          
motorised cycles in their household or visitors who own them when visiting.  This helped us 
to make a determination on the level of designated parking that may be required for                
motorised cycles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments on Parking 
It is clear from the survey that parking on the estate is important to many residents as we  
received a number of comments about the parking covering various areas such as:  the cost 
of parking on the road being expensive in comparison with parking on the estate; the level of 
patrols on the estate, motorised cycles parking on walkways; people abusing the visitor   
parking scheme and residents driving on paved areas etc.   
 
Contact with TMO Office  
 73% of respondents told us that they either had no preference or preferred to keep the 

opening times the same, whereas 13% expressed a preference to open later and 1%  
to open earlier. 

 39% or respondents normally contact the TMO Office by visiting the reception . 28% 
contact by telephone and 20% would either visit or telephone. 

 
About the TMO  
 86% of residents told us that they were aware of the TMO. 
 73% of respondents said that they did not want to be involved with the TMO however, 

19% said that having more information would help them get involved. 
 Respondents told us about the types of training they would like the TMO to offer         

detailed below.  The Board will be looking into the ways it could promote training          
possibilities to all resident and to publish these when they become available. 
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Estate Parking Scheme 

 To include Motorised Cycles 

From 11th July 2016 
What does this mean:- 
From 11th July 2016, the parking of motorised cycles on the estate within communal areas will  
become restricted by the estate parking restrictions operational on the Lordship South Estate.                
Inconsiderate parking of motorbikes, mopeds or scooters on the estate has been known to cause 
obstructions and serious delays to essential services which affect many residents.  As a result, 
all motorised cycles will be subjected to the Lordship South Estate Parking Restriction Scheme  
which is currently operated by Parking Ticketing Ltd.   
 

Estate parking restrictions are in force 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
 

In summary:- 
 Motorised cycle owners parking on the estate must use the designated motorised cycle bays.  

 Designated bays are located within the following car parks - 

1] Lordship House/Clissold House Car Park 

2] Acacia House/Beech House Car Park 

3] Chestnut Close Car Park 

 Each of the designated motorised cycle bays can accommodate 

up to 3 motorised cycles. 

 New signage are posted next to the designated motorcycle bays. 

 Motorised cycle owners will not be required to display a parking   
permit to park within the designated motorised cycle bays. 

 

 A 15 minute grace will apply to motorised cycle owner - his 
means that any motorised cycle not parked within a designated 
bay will be subject to penalty notice after the 15 minute grace 
period ends. 

 

 Any motorised cycle not parked within a designated motorcycle  
bay will be subject to the estate parking control scheme and  will  
be subject to a penalty notice. 

 

 Non-motorised cycles parking in designated motorised cycle bays will be subject to a penalty 
notice. 

 

All other existing parking rules apply,  Any vehicle left in the car park will be at the owners risk and 
the TMO accepts no liability for any loss or damage. 

 

For a full copy of the Lordship South TMO Controlled Parking Scheme Terms and   
Conditions, contact the TMO Office on 0208 211 8363 or 

 visit 14 Lordship Grove, N16 0QA Monday-Friday between 9am-5pm  


